A review on optical imaging of DNA nanostructures and dynamic processes.
DNA self-assembly offers a powerful means to construct complex nanostructures and program dynamic molecular processes such as strand displacement. DNA nanosystems pack high structural complexity in a small scale (typically, <100 nm) and span dynamic features over long periods of time, which bring new challenges for characterizations. The spatial and temporal features of DNA nanosystems require novel experimental methods capable of high resolution imaging over long time periods. This article reviews recent advances in optical imaging methods for characterizing self-assembled DNA nanosystems, with particular emphasis on super-resolved fluorescence microscopy. Several advanced strategies are developed to obtain accurate and detailed images of intricate DNA nanogeometries and to perform precise tracking of molecular motions in dynamic processes. We present state-of-the-art instruments and imaging strategies including localization microscopy and spectral imaging. We discuss how they are used in biological studies and biomedical applications, and also provide current challenges and future outlook. Overall, this review serves as a practical guide in optical microscopy for the field of DNA nanotechnology.